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The purpose of this work is  to examine the notion of near ortho- 

gonality of subspaces  in two-way statistical designs.     The cell mean 

model is  introduced  to facilitate the analysis.     The hypotheses,   H   : 

No difference in main row effects,  and    H  :     No difference in main 

column effects,   are proposed and  the ANOVA is introduced as a method 

of testing  these hypotheses.     This analysis  is explained in terms of 

the perpendicular projection of  the data vector onto a space correspond- 

ing to violations of the hypothesis  tested. 

A design is balanced if all  the cell sizes are equal.     The design 

is unbalanced otherwise.     For the two hypotheses mentioned above, when 

the design  is unbalanced,  several spaces may be chosen for  the analyses. 

AlJ    and    B|J,     corresponding to violations of    Hr    and    H£ respect- 

ively are selected for examination in this work.     When the design  is 

balanced,     AlJ    and    BlJ    are orthogonal.     When the design is unbalanced, 

AlJ    and    B|J    are,   in general, not orthogonal. 

Orthogonality and acar orthogonality oi    A.J    and    15|j     may be 

checked by calculating the angle,     9,    between    A|J    and    B|J.     For a 
2 

2x3    two-way design,   a formula is  developed for    cos 9     in terms of 

the cell sizes of the design. 

The  ECART design is defined  to be a two-way design in which all of 

the row total!  are equal ar.d all of  the colunm totals are equal.     If  a 

design is   formed by permuting  the cell sizes of an ECART design,  then 

the new design  formed is  said to b* generated from that ECART design. 



.. 

It  is conjectured that    8     for an ECART design is less  than or equal to 

6    for any design generated from that ECART design. 

In   this work,   the above conjecture is proved for    2x3    ECART 

designs in which     two of the cell sizes are equal to the average  cell 

size    or  in which  the total number of observations is 120 or less. 
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CHAPTER  I 

NON-STATISTICAL  INTRODUCTION 

An experimenter is  interested  in the effect of several factors, 

such as age,   sex,   number of eggs eaten per day, and weight,  on blood 

serum cholesterol.     Define as a cell,  all observations  taken from people 

who have been identically classified with respect to all factors.     In 

the above case,   the observations are blood serum cholesterol counts.     An 

observation may be  thought of as an observed value of a random variable, 

and all of  the observations in a cell may be modeled by random variables 

which are assumed   to be   independent and  identically distributed with 

unknown mean and variance.    The unknown mean and variance are,  respect- 

ively,   the cell mean and  cell variance.     Suppose one wishes  to compare 

the mean,  or average,  amount of blood serum cholesterol of  two or more 

cells   to  each other.     For  example,   compare men over 30 years of age and 

underl75 pounds who   eat one egg per day with women over  30 years of age 

and under   175  pounds who  eat one egg per day,   and determine if  the 

blood  serum cholesterol count is different for  these two cells.     This 

kind of   comparison  is  accomplished   by  an analysis  of variance     (ANOVA). 

An ANOVA is an analysis of   the measurements  in the various cells,   for 

the purpose of determining   if these observed differences  represent 

actual differences between cell means or merely reflect  random fluctu- 

ations  in the data.     In an ANOVA one  is comparing the variability of 

the  data   in   the  cells   for  the  purpose  of   testing hypotheses  about  cell 



means.     It  Is Important  to note that one does not test hypotheses 

about cell variances using an ANOVA,   per se. 

The design of  the experiment  in the above example is called a 

four-way design.     This is because  the cholesterol counts are classified 

in four ways   (i.e.  by four factors),   these being age,   sex,  weight,  and 

number of eggs  eatai  per day.     In general,   an N-way design is a design 

in which the observations are classified  in    N    ways   (by    N    factors). 

Each  factor is partitioned  into two or more subclassifications, 

called levels.     For  example,  sex has  two levels, male and female.     Each 

measurement or observation  is associated with one and only one of   these 

two  levels.    Male and female,   therefore,   partition the set of observations 

with respect to   sex.     If a factor has     '»*   levels,   then that  factor is 

used   to partition the set of observations into     's'    disjoint groups. 

Now,   suppose one    wishes to classify observations with respect  to 

only  two factors.     For example,  suppose in the cholesterol example one 

only wishes  to classify the measurements with respect to age and number 

of eggs eaten per day.     This would be a two-way design.     Let  the first 

factor,  age,   have  two levels   (30 and below,  and  over 30)   and let the 

second   factor, number of eggs eaten per day,  have three levels   (none, 

one,  and two or more).     This  is called a    2 x 3 design.       In general, 

if  there are    N    factors F
1»F

2'""'FN   and    ni    is  the number of  levels 

of    P,     for     i=l,2,---,N,     then the design is  called an 

n1 x n2 x ..,  x nN    design. 



In the  2x3 cholesterol example described above,  suppose  there 

are 30 measurements  in each level of  the first factor.     That is,  30 

people in each age group are tested.     Also,  for each level of  the first 

factor  suppose there are 10 measurements of blood serum cholesterol 

taken at each level of  the second factor.     That  is, for each age 

group 10 people are tested  in each of  the egg consumption groups.     There 

are 60 measurements  taken in all,   10 in each cell.     Figure 1 shows the 

design. 

Figure 1.       2x3 Design for Blood  Serum Cholesterol Experiment. 

None One 2 or more Total   in  Age Group 
30 or 
Under 10 10 10 30 

Over 30 10 10 10 30 

Total in 
Egg Group 

20 20 20 
_0  Total  Sample 

Size 

Since  the first factor divides the array in    Figure 1  into rows, 

it  is called  the row factor.     Similarly,   the second factor  is called 

the column factor.     Since either  factor can be used  to divide  the array 

into rows,   this  labeling is arbitrary.     The number of observations  in 

a cell  is called  the cell size.     In Figure 1,  notice that all of  the 

cell sizes are  the same.     When this occurs,   the design is called an 

equal cell size design,  or balanced design.     If a design is not balanced, 

then it  is called an unbalanced design.     One might wish to know if one 

(or both) of   the factors has any effect on  the measurements.     In attempt- 

ing  to answer questions of  this nature  it is helpful  to assume a 

mathematical model.   One  such model for an    a x  b    design would denote 



by    |i     ,     the average,   or mean, of  the population of   the  (p,q) 

cell.     Then  the    r— observation in the  (p,q)  cell,    y       ,  would 
pqr 

be an observation of  the random variable    Y      .     This model is called pqr 

the Cell Mean Model     (CMM).    A more formal definition    of CMM appears 

in Chapter  II. 

By using an ANOVA,   the following hypotheses may be  tested: 

H  :   No difference in main row effects; r     ' 

H  :   No difference in main column effects. c  

The main row effect  is that portion of an observation attributable 

strictly to  the level of  the row factor in which it is  classified.     The 

main column effect  is  that  portion of an observation attributable strict- 

ly  to  the level of  the column factor in which it  is classified.     In 

terms of   the    2x3     blood  serum cholesterol example above,     H      and 

X 

H      are: 
c 

H   :   No difference in  that portion of  the observations attributable 

strictly to age; 

H  :   No difference  in  that  portion of  the observations attributable 

strictly to egg consumption. 

When an    a x  b    design  is balanced,   there is consensus among 

statisticians that  the main row effects are the averages of the 

population means  in each level of the row factor,   the row means, 

enr    „ - i   o   ...  a.    and   the main column effects are  the averages 
M J LUL V       — L   y   £.   y 9 9 

P- 
of  the  population means in each level of  the column factor,   the column 

means,     u     ,     for    q = l,2,---,b.     The cell means,   the row means, and 
• q 

column means are parameters of  the mathematical model for  the design. 

In  the above case parametric  statements of  the hypotheses    Hr    and  Hc 



are: 

V     "l.   =  U2. 
Hc:    ".1 

a. 

=    M .2 M.V 

When the design is unbalanced,   however,   there is no consensus 

as to how to define the main row and main column effects.     This lack 

of consensus allows  the main row and main column effects  to be  inter- 

preted   in several ways.     Each interpretation yields  slightly different 

parametric statements of the hypotheses    Hf    and    Hc-     There are at 

least  five such sets of parametric hypotheses of particular interest, 

discussed   in Chapter  II.     Some of  these hypotheses are more easily 

interpretable,   and therefore more desirable than others. 

Assume    N    observations are made.     Define  the data vector to  be 

the    N x  1    vector containing  the    N    observations.     The set of all 

possible data vectors   is  the sample space.     Associated with each 

hypothesis,     H,     is a  subspace,    G,     of  the sample space,  which 

corresponds  to violations of    H.     In testing    H    by performing an 

ANOVA on  data  from a  two-way design,   the squared length of the per- 

pendicular  projection of  the data vector onto    G      is compared  to a 

stochastically independent estimate of  the within-cell variability 

by means of an F-statistic.     When testing    Hr    and    H,,       it is 

especially convenient   if  the corresponding subspaces,     Gr    and    Gc, 

are orthogonal.     This prevents  effects attributable to one hypothesis 

from being contaminated by effects attributable  to   the other hypothesis. 

In the case of an unbalanced design,   when the parametric hypotheses 

are easy to   interpret,   the corresponding subspaces are not,   in general, 



orthogonal.     Likewise,  when Che subspaces are orthogonal,   the 

parametric hypotheses to which the subspaces correspond are not,   in 

general,   easy to  interpret.     Thus,  any choice made to use one set 

of parametric hypotheses and corresponding subspaces will  be a com- 

promise. 

In the case of a balanced    2x3    design,  such as  the design of 

Figure 1,   the above mentioned five sets of parametric hypotheses are 

all mathematically equivalent and the corresponding five sets of  spaces 

are identical.     Also,  not only are the parametric hypotheses    H^    and 

H      easy to   interpret,   but    G      and    G      are orthogonal,  so  that  the 

ideal situation exists.     The analysis in this case is very easy to 

perform,     (Dixon and Massey   [   2 ],   p.175). 

If   the design is unbalanced,   the analysis may become considerably 

more difficult,     (Burdick,  Herr,  O'Fallon, O'Neill   [   1  ]).     Suppose, 

however,   that  for    H      and    H,     having easily interpreted parametric 

statements,     G      and    G      are   'nearly' orthogonal.     Then, when using 
r c 

the analysis corresponding to  these parametric hypotheses,   one may 

interpret the analysis as having main row and main column effects 

'almost'   uncontaminated   by each other,   i.e.   one may speak of   the two 

main effects as being uncontaminated by each other without being   'far' 

from truthful. 

Consider an unbalanced design with an equal number of measurements 

in each row  (level of   the row factor),  and an equal number of 

measurements  in each column  (level of   the column factor).     Call  this 

an  Equal  Column an* *™ Total design  (ECART design)..     An    a x b    design 

formed by  permuting   the cell sizes of  another    a x b    design,     D,     is 



are 
c 

called a design generated from    D. 

One of   the five analyses mentioned above uses the hypotheses, 

H :   The weighted means  for each row are identical; 

H  :  The weighted means for each column are identical. 

Here the weighted mean  for a row (column)   is the average of the cell 

means for  the row  (column) with each cell mean weighted by the 

corresponding cell  size.     The above analysis is called  the Weighted 

Mean   (WTM)    analysis.     In this analysis the subspaces    Gr     and    G 

denoted    A|J    and    B|J    respectively.     A way of checking for orthogon- 

ality of    A|J    and    £|J    is to calculate the angle,     e,    between  these 

two spaces.     If     6 = 90°,   then the spaces are orthogonal.     If    6     is 

almost  90°,   then the spaces are almost orthogonal.     If   it could  be 

shown  that    6   ,     for an ECART design,   is less than or  equal  to      0g, 

for any design generated from that ECART design,   then    eE    is  the 

minimum of all  the possible    9   .     Assume that    9
E - e

g -     Then if     9E 

is close enough  to     90°  to  interpret the analysis of the ECART design 

as  if     9      were  90°,     the analysis of  each design generated   from that 
£ 

ECART design may be  intepreted as   if    6g    were 90° with at  least  the 

same degree of accuracy for  the interpretation. 

The conjecture discussed above has not yet been proved  for arbitrary 

ECART designs,   but will  be shown to hold  true for  special cases of  the 

ECART  design. 



CHAPTER  II 

STATISTICAL  INTRODUCTION 

Consider an experiment  in which Che observations collected are 

classified   in two ways   (a two-way design).     Data thus classified are 

often arranged  in a rectangular array with one factor,  called  the row 

factor,   represented by the rows of  the array, and the other factor,   call- 

ed  the column factor,  represented by the columns of the array.     Figure 1 

is a representation of such a design. 

Let  the design be an    a x b    design,  and let    y be the r 

observation   in the     (p,q)     cell,     p = 1,2,...,4}    q = 1,2,...,b;    and 

r = l,2,---,n     .     The observation    y may be thought of  as a value of 
pq P1r 

a random variable    Ypqr    satisfying    Ypqr = ypq + epqr.     Here    upq     is 

the mean of  the population in the   (p,q)    cell, which is fixed but un- 

known, and    e is  the departure of    Y from that mean.     It  is 
'                  pqr                                                           pqr 

assumed   that   the    e are random variables which are independent and 
P<lr 2 

normally distributed with mean zero and variance    apq  .     This means that 

the    e___    are  identically distributed for    r = l,2,"«,npq,     and fixed 

2 2 
pqr 

p      and     q.       Tt is  further assumed that    *pq = °      for    »•!»*»•••.■ 

and     q =  1,2,---.b.     This further assumption means that all of  the    epqj. 

are  identically distributed.     The    Ypqr    are  therefore assumed  to be 

independent and normally distributed with mean    upq    and variance    a  . 

Denote the  total number of observations    by    n   _ = Zp^  npq- 

This model may also be written in vector form as    Y -T 3 + e    where 

Y.e.S,     and     I   are defined as follows   (    * denotes transpose): 

. 



(i)   Y = crul.Ym. 

Yab2'*"",Yabn , 
a-b 

(2)     e =   (em,e112, 

eab2''""'eabn 

(3)     8 =   (><ix>V12*' 

'ab 

.   Y Y Y ,xllnu'I121,I122' 
•,Y 

12n12' 
•••,Y 

abl' 

'.e lln1:L
,e121,e122 

,••• ,e 
12n12'""'eabl' 

ylb'U21,U22'"**,112b' »,1al'u«2'**'',J-*)'' 
JabJ 

(A)    T     is  the appropriate transformation matrix which equates the 

quantities above. 

For a 2 x 3    design     T •» 4        0 0        0        0        0 
nll    nll    nll    nll    Dll    nH 

0 i 0        0        0        0 
n12    n12    "12    n12    n12    n12 

0 0 i 0 0 0_ 
nl3    "13    n13    "13    "13    nl3 

0 0 0 i 0 0 
n21    "21    n21    "21    n21    n21 

0 0 0 0 J 0 
n22    D22    n22    n22    n22    n22 

0 0 0 0 0 j 
n23    "23    n23    n23    n23    Q23 where,   for 

any positive  integer,     k,    jfc    is  the    k x 1    vector of all ones and 

0,     is  the    k x 1    vector of all zeros, 
k 

Consider the 2 x 3 design of Figure 2. An observation, y, of 

the random vector Y is called the data vector and is an element of 

Rn", the sample space. The range of the transformation matrix 

T, R.„ is called the estlaation^paca. L1 = ^'l*, 1« called che 

error space. The notation D |V stands for the orthogonal complement 

of V in U + V, and is defined by U + V= (UIV) *V for 0 and 

V,     subspaces of  the same vector space. 
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Figure 2. Cell Sizes in a    2x3    Design- 

Column Factor 

Level 1      Level 2      Level 3 

Row Factor Level 1 

Level 2 

'11 

»21 

'12 

u22 

'.2 

"13 

*?.3 

'.3 

n.i=  VpiJ  °i' "   Viq5 "••  = 'p.qV 

In   testing hypotheses about  the data using an ANOVA,   the measure 

of the within-cell variability mentioned in Chapter I     is  the squared 

length of   the perpendicular projection of the data vector onto the error 

space,     H_\     The subspace corresponding to violations of  the hypotheses 

are subspaces of   the estimation space,     Rr 

As stated  in Chapter  I, when a two-way design is unbalanced,     Hr 

and    Hc    may be  interpreted in several ways.     Each interpretation may 

yield different     Cr    and    0.,     and therefore a different analysis.     The 

five most  common  interpretations are parametrically presented in    Table 

1    for a    2x3      design, along with a symbol identifying the analyaio. 

definitions  of     ^    and    Q..    and statements as to whether,   in general, 

C      is  orthogonal   to    G   ,     Gf    is orthogonal    to    G±,     and    Gc is 

orthogonal to    G±.     Orthogonality is important,  because orthogonality 

of  two    G-spaces occurs if and only if the associated sums of squares 

for the corresponding two hypotheses are statistically independent as 

random variables. 



Orthogonality in Five Exact Analyses for     2x3    Two-Way Designs 
Table   1. and Currentonding ParametericJlypotheses       (Ilerr   [   t,   ])_.  

Analysis 
G 
r 

G 
c 

G  J.G 
r    c 

G  lGJ r    i 
G  lGJ c    i 

H 
r 

H 
r 

STP ATJ 
1 

BTJ j No No No P1.=U2. W.1=P.2=U.3 

EAD AiB 

1 

B|A   1 No Yes Yes 1    "(w, -i>*>o 
q    lq   lq    *q 

I    n , (p ,-p   .)=0;k=l,2 
p    pk    pk    p* 

HAB A| J B| A Yes Yes Yes u   =u 
1*    2* AS   IN  EAD 

HBA AlB B|J Yes Yes Yes AS   IN  EAD VJ*1=U*2=V'*3 

WTM A|J B|J No 

J 
Yes Yes U1*=U2* *1    *2    *3 

.-   C1/3)*q-l V  KfW&UW^U V^>W*U W^ 
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j       denotes   the space  spanned by     {j,}-    For the remainder of   this 
k K 

work    J    will be used  to denote J       .     A    is   the space in which    6 

would  lie if   there were no column effects, and is called   the row space. 

B    is the space in which    8    would lie if there were no row effects, and 
(i3\ /o3\ 

is called   the column space.       A basis for    A    is    {(Q LI j   I},  and a 

basis   for    B     is     {(1,0,0,1,0,0) \   (0,1,0,0,1,0)', (0,0,1,0,0,1)'}. 

These are  subspaces of     R6,     the parameter space.     In general if    S     is 

a subspace of   the  parameter space,   then let     S    be the subspace of  the 

estimation space defined by    S = {v: v = Tu where    u  e  S}    and  let S 
~ '     -1 

be the  subspace of   the estimation space defined by    S = (v: v = T(T T)    u 

where    u  e   S},   where    T    is the transformation matrix   (defined above 

for a     2 x  3    design).     From  this and the definition of    U|V    the follow- 

ing spaces may be formed  for the case of a    2x3 design: 

}],   so    AlJ  =  [{ A=   [{ 

B =   [{ 

0 
'2. 

'11 

"12 

fc'*l.\) 

H i 0 

n 13 

'21 

'22 

-v 

0 
23 

"12 

'13 

'21 

'22 

*23 

=b2, 

"11 

"12 

"13 

»21 

22 

(-l/n2_)jn 
= a}]; 

2-. 

= b3>],     so 

S3J 
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&*!>*. 

<-^.a>Ji 

B|J =   [{ 

11 

12 

'13 

(1/n.l)Jnn 

<-1/n.2>Ja 
22 

'23 

(1/n.l)jn 
11 

<1/n.2>J„ 12 

("2/n.3>Jn 

(1/n    )j 
•1    a 

(l/n.2)l 

13 

21 

22 

("2/n.3)jn 
23. 

>]; 

AIJ =   [{(  f )}],     so    A|J =   [{ 
~j3 

(l/nn)in 
11 

(l/n12)jn 
12 

(l/n13)Jn 
13 

<-l/n21)Jn 
21 

(-l/n22)jn 
22 

(-l/n23)jn 
23 

>]; 

B!J = [{ 

ll • 1 

-1 1 

0 -2 

1 
* 

1 

-1 1 

0 :2. 

[(1/nll)jnn 1 

}] ,    so    BTJ =   [C 

(-l/n12)jn 
12 

'13 

(l/n21)jn 

(-l/n22)jn 

21 

22 

'23 

(l/nn)jn 
11 

(l/n12)jn 
12 

(-2/n.,)j 13/Jn 13 

(l/n21)jn 

(l/n22)jn 

(-2/n23)Jn 

21 

22 

23 

}]; 

. 
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f^lAl'Jn   1 

AiB  =   [{ 

i-^u^.iK !12 

l-(n13/n>3)jn 

-(nll/n.l)jn 

_(n12/n.2)j
n 

-(n13/n_3)jn 

13 

21 

22 

23 

}]; 

BlA=   [{ 

l-*U*ml.>*n 

_(nll/nl.)jn 

-(nll/ni.)jn 

l-(n21/n2_)jn 

-(n21/n2.)jn 

-(n21/n2.)j 

11 

12 

13 

21 

'22 

"23 

-(n12/nl.)jn 
'11 

-(n,2/n    ) 

-(n22/n2  ) 

l-(n22/n2   ) 

-(n22/n2>) 

12 

'13 

'21 

'22 

"23 

>]■ 

Also notice    A + B = A * (BlA),     SO    A + B    is  Che span of  Che union 

of  che  bases   for    A    and    BlA.     For a furcher discussion of  Che above 

spaces  refer   Co Burdick,   Herr,  O'Fallon, and O'Neill  [l ].     Finally, 

define    G.   Co be     R | (A + B),   and call  ic Che inceraccion space, 
l T1 

C.     corresponds  Co violacions of 

H.:     The row facCor and  Che column faccor do noc inceracc.    Anocher 

scatenenc of     H.     which will Cend  Co define inceraccion is 
l 

H  :     The  only effecc due  Co che row faccor and  che column faccor 

is   Che  sum of  Che  Cwo separate effects. 
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Thus the  Interaction effect of   the p— level of the row factor with 

the q— level of   the column factor on an observation in the  (p,q)  cell 

is the  total effect due to  the p— level of  the row factor and the q— 

level of   the column factor minus the sum of  the two separate effects. 

A model   is said  to be additive  if   there is no  interaction. 

When a design is balanced,   the five analyses are equivalent,   so no 

choice must be made.     Thus only unbalanced designs will be considered 

for  the remainder of  this work. 

As  stated  in Chapter I,  an analysis does not generally have both 

easily interpreted  parametric hypotheses and orthogonality of  the 

associated G-spaces.     Here easy to  interpret means intuitive.     From 

Table 1,  one may see that  STP has easy to interpret parametric 

hypotheses,   but  is  not extremely suitable for analysis because no 

orthogonality   is guaranteed.     EAD has orthogonality of    Gr    and    Gc 

to    G.,     but does not guarantee orthogonality of    Gf    and    Cc.     Also, 

notice that   the  parametric hypotheses are,   in general,  difficult to 

interpret.     HAB    and HBA    have mutual orthogonality of    Gr,  Gc>    and 

G      guaranteed,   but   in each analysis,  while one of the parametric 
i 

hypotheses   is easy to  interpret,   the other is  the same as  in EAD.     WTM 

has  the same quality of orthogonality as EAD;     in fact,   the angle 

between    G      and    G       is  the same  for the two analyses,     (see Appendix 
r c 

A) .     But   the  parametric hypotheses  for WTM are easier  to  interpret  than 

those  for EAD. 

There are arguments for and  against using each of  these analyses. 

Consider  the case   in which the statistician feels  that  the best choice 

for  his analysis would  be WTM.     He would   then need   to check the angle 
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between    G^  = A|J    and    Gc  = B|J    to see if  the spaces are orthogonal. 

This angle,     ©,     may be obtained  by first calculating    cos    6    = 

nl.n2. nil - "211 °12 - n22 
n.2\nl. n.3  Vnl. 

n13  - n23) 
2i 

n.l   Vnl.      n2.J '.M■;.       "2.J 

and  then solving for    6.     The proof of  this   formula appears  in    Appendix 

A. 

If    9   is  close enough to    90       then one may speak of the main row 

effect and main column effect as being nearly uncontaminated by each 

other. 
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CHAPTER  III 

THEOREMS  AND  CONJECTURES 

For integers a and b, define the least common multiple of 

a and b, denoted LCM(a,b), to be the smallest positive integer 

divisible by    a    and    b.       Also define    n        and    n as   in Figure 2, 

for    p =  1,2, and    q = l,2,-",b. 

Theorem  1.    Given an      a    x    b    ECART design,   then      n    = 

K-LCM(a,b),     where    K    is a positive integer. 

Proof.     Given an    a x b    ECART design,     n,     = n.    =   •••  = n       and 

• + n      = n     ,     therefore    n      = a(n,   ).     Also    n .   = 
a. .. 1. .1 ni.   + n2.   + 

n.2 
h ,     and     n ,   + n  _ + 

• b .1 . / 
+ n ,   = n 

. b        • 
therefore    n 

b(n    ).     This   implies   that    a and     b    both divide    n     ;     therefore, 

LCM(a.b)     divides    n     .     Thus    n      = K-LCM(a,b)     for some positive 

integer    K. 

Corollary  1.     Given a     2x3     ECART    design,   n      =  6K,  where    K    is 

a positive  integer. 

Proof.     LCM(2,3)   =  6. 

Consider  an    a x b     ECART    design    with arbitrary  (but fixed)    a,b, 

and     n     .     Since    n      = an._   = bn_.,     for    i=l,2,---,a    and 

j=l,2,---,b,     then    n._     and    n_.     are also fixed.     Therefore,  since 

nil+ni2 +  ••'   +nib = Di. 
for    i =  l,2,---,a,    once the  first 
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(b-D     cell sizes in the    i—    row have been chosen,   the last  cell 

size in  that  row is determined.     Likewise, since 
"1- 

+ n 
2j 

th 
V] 

n   .,     for    j  =  1,2,•••,!),     once the first   (a-1)  cell sizes  in the J 

column have been chosen,   the last cell size in that column is 

determined.     This  implies that one is at liberty to choose only   (b-1) 

of  the cell sizes in each of   (a-1)   rows.     One    may,   therefore,  only 

choose   (a-1)(b-1)  of the    a-b     cell sizes for an    a x b    ECART design. 

Notice that this implies that for a 2 x 3    ECART design,   the first and 

second cell sizes  in the first row,    n..     and    n. „.     along with    n    , 

determine the entire design. 

Now,   a 2 x 3    ECART design has six cells,  so    n    /6    is  the 

average cell size   (the average number of observations  in each cell). 

From Corollary 1 note  that    for a     2x3    ECART design,  n^  = 6K, 

for some positive  integer K.     This implies that the average cell size 

for a    2x3    ECART design  is    n    /6 = 6K/6 = K,     for some positive 

integer K.     Each cell size must be    K + d,    where    d    is an integer 

such  that    d  2 - K,       since a negative cell size is impossible.     Let the 

first and second cell sizes  in the  first  row be    K + u    and    K + v 

respectively.     Then  the third cell size In     the row is K -   (u + v) 

and the first,   second,  and  third cell sizes in the second row are 

respectively    K - u,  K - v, and    K +  (u + v).     From the above one may 

observe that    -K < u * K,   -K <  v S  K,    and    -* * u + v  * K.     Figure 

3 exhibits the form of a    2x3    ECART design. 
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Figure 3.     Cell Sizes  in a    2x3  ECART Design. 

Level 1 
Row Factor 

Level 2 

Column Factor 

Level 1                   Level  2 Level  3 

K + u K + v K-(u + v) 3K 

K - u K - v K+(u + v) 3K 

2K 2K 2K 6K 

Conjecture 1.     The angle,     8   ,     between    A|J    and     B|J,     for an 

ECART design,   is   less   than  or   equal   to   the  angle,     6   ,     between    A| J 
o 

and    Bl J      for any design generated from that ECART design. 

At  this  time no approach  to  the proof of  this conjecture has been 

successful,   nor has a counter example been discovered. 

Conjecture 2.     The angle,     9 between    A |J    and     B|J,   for a 

2x3     ECART design,   is  less   than or  equal   to  the angle,    9     , .between 
o 

A|j    and    B IJ    for any design generated  from  that ECART design. 

In   the case of  Conjecture 2,   there are six cells in  the ECART design, 

and so there are 61   = 7 20 designs generated from a    2 x 3     ECART design. 

It is possible that   each of  these 720 designs yields a different    A|J 

and    B!j,   but many of  these designs have identical    9g.     Notice from the 

formula in Chapter   II  for    cos26     for a    2x3    design,   that   if  the rows 

of the design   (array)  are interchanged,     cos 9       does not change.     This 

implies  that while there are  720 different designs,   there are at most 360 

different  associated   angles.     For   this  reason,  only 360 of   the 720 designs 
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must be examined.     One may also notice from the formula  in Chapter II 

for a    2x3    design,   that  if any of   the columns of  the design  (array) 

2 
are rearranged,     cos   9     is unchanged.     Since there are three columns, 

there are 3!   =   6 ways that the columns may be rearranged.     Therefore,  of 

the 360 designs which may need  to be examined, only    60    of   them  can 

yield different       9   .     For  this reason,  one must only examine 60 of  the 

original 720 designs.     These designs  shall be called  the essentially 

different designs. 

From  the above,   one may observe  that,   given any 2x3    ECART design, 

by interchanging rows and   interchanging columns,  an ECART design may be 

obtained which yields  the same angle,     8   ,     as the original  ECART design, 

and  in which  the    u and    v   (in  the notation of Figure 3) are both non- 

negative integers.     For this  reason, without  loss of generality,  assume 

that    u and    v    are nonnegative integers. 

As with Conjecture 1,   Conjecture 2    has not been proved or disproved 

to date.     When either of    u  or v     is zero,     it can be shown that there are 

only 11     essentially different designs generated.    Under   these conditions 

trie conclusion of   Conjecture 2 may be obtained. 

Theorem 2. For a 2 x 3 ECART design of average cell size K, if 

u or v is zero, then the angle, 8£, between A|J and B|J is less 

than or equal   to  the angle,     9 between    A|J    and    B|J    for any design 

generated   from   that     ECART    design. 

Proof. <  6 if and only if    cosV   - cos 9     > 0.     The proof of 

the theorem for only one of   the 11 cases will   be shown.     The other 10 

cases have similar  proofs.     Consider an ECART design of the form 
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K   + u K K -  u 

K    -  u K K+ u 
and lee 

generated  from It,   (note that v = 0). 

9K2-u2|   1 /K-HI      K-UV 

6K     [2K \3K-Hi    3K-J 

2 

K   + u K    + u K - u 

K    - u K K 
represent a  design 

2u 

3K 

1 

1   (K-u K 

2 2 
Cos 9    - cos 0 

g 

c \2 

2K4ii \3K+u 3K+u 

Now since K. - u 2 0    and    u £ 0,   then    u = xK, 2K-u  I 2K-u    3K-u 
2 ? where    0 S x Si.     Substituting    xK    for    u,     cos 8      - cos 9 

E 8. 
2x2      9-x2 1 (1+x    1-* 

2 U+x" 3-x 
2 + r (±* _ JL_\2 + Jji- _ _x_\2[ 

2+x l3+x      3-xJ 2^x1 3+x      3-x/ 

2 2 2 2 2 
0   < cos   6    - cos   6      if and only  if    0   < (cos   fl    - cos  e )6/(9-x  )  = 

4x2(9-x2)   -   (4x2/2 +  (3x-x2)2/(2-hc) + (x2-5x)2/ (2-x)).     This holds if and 

only If     0   s (36x2-4x4)(4-x2)   - 8x2(4-x2)  -   (3x-x2)2(2-x)  -   (x2-5x)2(2+x)   = 

44x    + I6x    - 44x    + 4x  .     Now,   since    0 S x < 1,    44x    S 44x   ,     so 

44x    + 16x     - 44x    + 4x    > 16x    + 4x    > 0.     If    u = 0     (instead of    v = 0) 

one may     interchange  the first  two columns of  the ECART design and rename 

v    to be    u    and    u     to be    v.       The above proof  then applies. 

The  procedure in the above proof  is  too cumbersome to use to prove 

Conjecture  2.      The  conjecLure may   be  provable  by  such a method,   but 

calculations are unwieldy.     So far only 11 of the 60 essentially 

different  designs have been successfully shown to produce an angle 

between    A|J    and     B|J    not  less  than for  the ECART design from which 

they were generated,   but no counter example to Conjecture 2 has been 

found. 

Notice  that  for a  2 x 3 ECART design  (where K is fixed),  since 

u + v  < K    and    u    and    v    are both positive    integers,   (The case where 
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u    or    v    is zero need not be considered, because it has already been 

considered in Theorem 2),   there are only finitely many ordered pairs 

(u,v),  each associated with a different ECART design of average cell 

known,  then each possible ECART design of average size    K.     If    K    is 

cell size    K    may be found.     The above approach  (checking    cos   9    - 

cos   0      to see if it is nonnegative for each essentially different 

design) may be used for each of these ECART designs. 

Theorem 3.     For a    2x3    ECART design of average cell size    K, 

the angle,    e^i     between    A|J    and    B|J    is less than or equal to the 

angle,    e   »     between    A|J    and    BjJ    for any design generated from that 
B 

ECART design if    1   S K £ 20. 

Proof.     Given the hypothesis of Theorem 3, where    u + v < K    and 

u    and    v     are positive integers,     (If either of    u or v    is zero. 

Theorem 3  is  equivalent to Theorem 2 and is  therefore proved),  there 

are only a  finite number of  ordered pairs   (u,v),   for a fixed    K.     Each 

ordered pair  is   associated with an ECART design and 60 essentially 

different designs generated from that  ECART design.    Of this finite 

nuBber 0f orH»~H pairs, «nf all  need to be considered.    Thr EGAKT 

design defined by   (u,v)   is  simply the ECART design defined by  (v,u), 

with the first  two columns interchanged.    For this reason,    9£    and the 

60 3        associated with   (u,v)   are identical to the  8E and the 60 8 
g 

associated with   (v,u). 

A computer program has been written which,  given    K,   finds each 

ordered pair   (»,v)  which needs  to be considered,  and checks  to see if the 

the ECART design associated with   (u,v)  has the angle between    t>J    and 

B|J less   than or equal to the corresponding angle for any design 
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generated from  that  ECART design by actually calculating    6 and 
B 

all of  the    6   .     This  program appears in Appendix B    along with some 
o 

sample output.     For    K ■ 1,2,-••,20,6      is always less than or equal E 

to  the associated    6   ,     and    so Theorem 3 is proved. 
Q 

The program used  for the proof of Theorem 3 might  be used  to 

prove an identical  theorem for any possible    K.    However,   the length 

of  the output and  the cost makes  this  impractical for large values of 

K (For    K =  20    the run cost  $24.27    and  there was 726 pages of output). 

This program was used   to   test  several randomly chosen designs,   where 

k > 20,  and no counter  examples were found.    Therefore,  while Conjecture 

2 is   to date unproved,   the above indicates that it may be true. 

The reader may have  noticed that Conjectures 1 and 2 are 

concerned more with  the  permutations of   the cell sizes   than with the 

magnitudes of   the cell sizes.     It   is helpful,   in considering  this  idea, 

to  introduce permutation matrices.     A    permutation matrix is an identity 

matrix with its  rows or  columns permuted.     An    a x  b    ECART design may 

be represented   by an    ab x 1 vector of  the cell sizes,     Z,    and permut- 

ing    Z     by an    ab x ab    permutation matrix,     P  ,    will produce a new 

vector,     Z    = P Z,     associated with a design generated   from the ECART 
8 8 

design.     Furthermore,   for  any design generated from the ECART design, 

there is  some permutation matrix,    Pg,    where    Zg = PgZ    is associated 

with the generated design.     Let     ^lV
a

X2 'ni3'n21,n22'n23) Zg be 

associated with a design generated fron a 2 x 3 ECART design. For Z, 

associated with the ECART design, there is some permutation matrix, P, 

such that    Z    =PZ.     For    6,     the angle between    A|J    and    BIJ    for this 
g 

generated design,     cos2e    may be written,   in terms of the 
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2           (a;LPZ)(a2PZ) 
permutation matrix   as,     cos 9  =      ;  

b2PZ 

e2PZ       e5PZ 

a3PZ       a.PZ bJPZ 

e3PZ 

a.PZ 

J6PZ 

e6PZ 

a.PZ 

b PZ 

e,PZ      e.PZ 
1 4 

a^Z      a2PZ 

,    where    {e^      ±a 

the natural basis  for    R  ,   a. = e^ + e^ + e3>   a2 = eA + ee + eg> 

b r  = e. + e,,  b„ =  e. + e-,    and    b., = e, + e,.     Notice that in this 

formula,   P    appears  to be  the only variable.     Thus it    seems that the 

position of  the cell sizes are more  important  than their magnitudes. 

As an example,   consider  the following designs: 

and 
7       6       2 

3       4       8 

8       3     _7_ 

6       2      4 

For the design on  the left,  an  ECART design,    6 =  64.40  .     By re- 

arranging the cell sizes of  this    ECART design    the design on the  right 

is obtained.     For   this new design    6 = 86.56°.     Thus,   by only re- 

arranging cell sizes,     9     has been changed     22.16   . 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

In  this work it has been shown  that for any    2x3    ECARI design 

where    u = 0,  or v = 0,   or where    K  = L,2,*",2Q,     the angle,     9  ,  between 

A|J    and     BjJ    is  less  than or equal  to  the angle,     9   ,    between    A|J 

and    B|J     for any design generated from that ECART design.     This same 

concept is   conjectured and believed  to be  true, but not yet proved in 

general,   for K   > 20.     It has also been shown that  the angle between    A|J 

and    BlJ     is  the  same  as   the angle between    A|B    and    B|A    for any    a x b 

design.     Therefore,   for any     2x3    ECART design with    u = 0,   or v = 0,  or 

K= 1,2, •••,20,     the  angle,   8   ,     between    A|B    and    B|A    is less  than or 
IS 

equal  to the  angle,     9   ,     between    A|B    and    B|A    for any design generated 

fros that ECART design.     Thus   for a    2x3    ECART design    with    u =  0,   or 

v = 0,     or     K - 1,2,•'•,20,     the angle,     9_,     between    A|J    and    B|J, 

(A!B    and    £[A),     may be used  as a  lower bound for the set of angles, 

between    AlJ    and     BlJ,   (A|B    and    £|A),     for  the designs generated from 

the ECART design.     If    AlJ    and    BlJ,     (AIB    and    BlA),       are "close 

enough"   to orthogonal   to express  the. results of   tne associated analysis 

as  though    AlJ    and     BlJ,     (Al B    and    £ I A), were orthogonal without being 

"far" from accurate,   then  the same may be done for any design generated 

from the  ECART design. 
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APPENDIX A 

Theorems   and Definitions 

Consider two subspaces,    U      and    V  ,     of euclidean    k-space,     Rk, 

and let    n = min   {dimd^),   dim(V)}.     In this appendix it is assumed that 

none of  the vectos mentioned are zero,   unless otherwise stated.    Let 

Ul ": Ul      3nd    Vl £  Vl    be SUch that   the an8le»    9i>    between    u      and 

v      is the smallest angle between any    u e   U      and    v e   V .    Define    U    = 

{u:u      U      and    u i  u  }       and    V    = (v:v e  V      and    v i  v }.     Let u    e   U„ 

and    v   i   V      be such that   the angle,    8_,  between    u-    and    v      is  the 

smallest angle between any    u £   U and      v e   V_.     In the same way,  let 

U.  ={u:u-;   U      and    ui   u   ,   u-,***,u    .}       and      V.  = { v:v E   V        and 

vi   v   ,  V.,-",V     .} .       Let     u. e U.     and    v, e   V.     be such that   the 
1      2' i-1 11 i i 

angle,    6.,     between    u.     and    v.     is  the smallest angle between any 

uc   U.     and    ve   V,.     Notice that    dim(U.)  = dim(U )   - i    and    dim   (V )  = 
I i I i * 

dim(V )  - i.       This implies  that    U      and    V.     are defined  for only 

i = 1,2,---.n.       Thus    9.     is defined only for     i = 1,2,-••,  n.     Define 

the angle,    6,   between    U       and    V      by      5   =   (S ^,9 ^ • • ■,%   )■ 

For  a     2x3     desigu,   dLa(AiJ)   -  1  and  dimU'lJ)  =  2.     Thus  the 

angle,    6,  between    AlJ    and     BlJ    has only one component,   (i.e.  9  =9
1)- 

If X is an inner product space, with inner produce <.,.>, and 

x, y e X, the angle, 3, between x and y is defined by cos 2 = 

--x,y>2/i|x!|2-||y|l2. It is assumed that 0:£'90°. Here ll'll is 

the length, or norm, defined by Ilz||2 = <z.z> f°r z £ X- For U and 

V, subspaces of X, dim(U) = 1, the angle, 9, between U and V 

is defined  by    cos2-'    max';< x,y   >2/ ! Ix | ! 2- I ly i ! * ■  x  '- 0      and    y z V}. 
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Theorem Al.     If    U    and    V    are subspaces of euclidean    k-space, 

and    <' >' >    is  the usual inner produce   (dot product),    then 

u,v> 711' 'I I   :u e U    and    v £ V} = max { | |P„v| |   :v e V 

and    llvir =  1>- 

Proof.     Let    u e U    and    v E V.    Now      u = aPyV + c, where    c e U 

c i P vr    and    a  e R.     Also    v = P v + z    where z I U    and    v = Bw 
U ? 2 2 2 _ 

where    weV,||w||     =1,     and    6 E  R.       Thus   <u,v> /||u||   'IlvlI 

<aPuv + c,   PyV + z>2/| (aPjjV + c| |   • I |v| | 

(a<Puv,PuV> +   a<Puv,z> +   <c,Pl)v> +<c,z>) 

(|o|2||P0v||2 +  llcH2)ilv||2 

= (^^^v^/iJwP^vW2   + Mel I2) Ik! I2 

=   a2||PDv||4/(a2||P0v||2 + lkll2)livl!2 

*    a2|lPuvi|4/a2||Puv||2.|lvll2=   HPuv||2/llv||2=llPuBwM2/llBwl|2 

=   iiep„w||2/newii2 =  62|t ^uwl12/B2Itwtl2 =   llP„wll   /ll»M 

MPwii2.     Therefore,   since    u    and    v    were arbitrary elements of 
7 2 2 

D    and    V,   respectively;   and  since when    u = aV^, <U]v> /Mull   ■ I lvl I 

MPwii2;    max{<u,v>2/lluM2-Mv||2:u c 0   and    v E V} 

= maxMlPyVll2^  e V    and     | |vl I   = !>• 

Thus the angle,     9,  between    A|J    and    B|J    for a 2 x 3 design may 

be defined  by    cos29 = ™»{<*.y»2/l 1*1 I *■ I W I ':x £ *J    and    y£B|J 

max{||P-       xj|2:x e A|J    and     \\x\\     - !>• 
B | J 

Theorem A 2.     The angle,     6,    between 
A|J    and    BU    is Riven by. 
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:os 0 

nl."2. '11 '21 '12 -22.     + 
'13 23 

(1) 

Proof.     Since    dim(A|J)  = 1, all elements of    Al J    are constant 

multiples of    a,     the basis element of    A|J    defined on page 12. 

2 
Thus,   there is only one element of    A|J,  u,   such that     Mull     =    1. 

|a| I 

Now    cos    9  = max{||P 
IJ*1 

there is only one such    x e AlJ cos 

e A|J    and     I |x| |     =  1}.     Since 

=   llP~lTul|2 =   llP;,Ta||2/||a 
B|J B J" 

Next    P-a "Pa    a + PTa.     But    a e A|J    and thus    a 1 J    so 
B BIJ 

P'a = Pi, Ta.     Therefore    cos 
B B  J 

|Paa|r/lla| Now |a|. 

=  1/n,     + 1/  ,    =   (n.     + n„   )/n    n      = n    /n    n 'l."2. 
:os S 

(n.   n,   la     )||Paa| 
L.   1.      .. a 

Note here  that 

:er 

b   ,b      and    b„,   defined as basis elements of    B 
V2 

in Ciiapter  II,  are mutually orthogonal,   so     I |Pjai 

!P. !P.    a| Finally,     IIP. b.a 
= <b.,a>/l lb. 

IP.   al 
bl 
,2 

((nn,/n,   )   -   (n„,/n„   ))   / 'li'"l 2i'   2. 
so    cos = (1). 

Theorem    A 3.     For a    2x3    dggjfflj  the an between    AlJ 

and    B|J    is  the same as   the angle      Y» between    AIB    and     BIA 

Proof.     A|B    *    B J  =   (A +  B)|J  =  B|A    • i|J.    Let    {a  }, 

lb,   b,},   {a,},   {b,,b.}    be orthonormal bases 
for    A|B,   BIJ, A|J,  B|A 

"i,i J3'   4 

respectively.     Let  the matr 

u, =  taj,  IL 

ices     U,,   U„    W,     and     W.,     be defined   by 

-   [»,].     Thus     U   'Dj 
=   [b,,bj,  W,   =   [b,,b.l,     and    W2 -   la2 

1'   2 
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1 = W_ W„    and    U    0, • I- ■ W    W    (I       is the 2x2 identity matrix), 
"2    2 

J2   "2 1    1 

Now cos Yi   = max{<u,w>  /||ul 

max {MP;,3W 
e  B|A    and     I|w| 

I A, 3z  £  R       such  that    W, z = 

|w| |   :u e A|B    and    w E Bl A.}    = 

l}.     Notice that for any 

Consider    z e R      where 

1.    Then     1 = z  z  = z   I^z =  Z W.  W-«  =   I |W zl I       and    WjZ e  B|A.    Thus 

cos2Y    = max{||P:.'Wnzl |2:z  e R2    and     I |z| I    =1}.     Notice that 
'1 AlB 1 

1 -   MWzll2 =   I |PA|BWlzl |2 +l|PB|jV"   '     S° C°S Yl = maXfl " 

!PSllW,zl|2:z  e  R2     and     I i z| I 2 = 1} = 1 - min{ I I P -.   W^l ?:z £ R 
U 1 

and    llzll2-!}.     Now    'liA* " ^ WV " BA V'     S° 

llPB!JWlZ'l 2 = Z'W1,U2U2'U2U2'W1Z = Z'Wl'U2U2 V'     Thus C°S Yl = 

1 - mim{z'w 'u U  Vzs*  e R2 and   i!z!|2 =  1}    = 1 - minU   :   X    is an 

eigen value of   (U-'w )   (D2 W^}     (Lancaster   [   5  ],  p.109). 

Similarly    cos26    = max{<u,w>2/I|u||   • I l«l I   :ueA|J    and 
i i       i 

w e Bjj}    =  l-mln{»i:p     is an eigen value of   (U2 Wj)(02 Wj)   J« 

Now,   if    M    is  a real    matrix then    MM    is a real,   symmetric 
• • 

matrix and has  the same non-zero eigen values as    MM .     When    M      is 
2 

square    M'M    and    MM*     have all  the same eigen values.     Thus    cos Yj = 

HrtrffeXU  an   Pircn  valu.  of   CO^)' (0^))  -  l-**^'"     **  «   p1'2rn 

value of   (U2'wi)(U2'wi)'} = cos251.     This implies that    Tj. - ^    and 

since dim(A|J)     and     dim(AlB)  = 1,   X = 6. 

Theorem A4.     For an a x b    design,   the    angle,     6,    between    AlJ 

and      BU     is   the same as  the angle,     Y,   between    AlB    and    BlA. 

Proof.     Y     =  8       by  the same proof as  in Theorem A3.     The proof 

that    6.  = Y   ,   i<    1     is similar. 
i l 
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APPENDIX  B 

PROGRAM   FOP   PROOF  OP   THEOREM   3 

FN   JOB  ECS. UNCQ  MA7329, KENDALL, T=<3,59:», P*999, 
//  FORMS-REAMS 
..-,■■  EXEC  UATFIV 

ijOB ECS   i INCQ. MA796S   C573/"t ENDALL, TIME=239, PAGI 
DIMENSION  XCS?, V<6>, L' 2 •■ FLAG' L00 >,Z<6>, DC< 3 

£  pflTA   POINT    IS  BEING  READ 
1 READ<1, 2>   K, LAST 
2 FORMATS 13. 74X, Il> 

c  DHTA   POINT   UNDER   CONSIDERATION,    K,    IS  DENOTED 
WR ITE'- 3 • 60 :i   K 

6)g   FORMATC 1H1   58X, "K   EQUALS   ', I5> 
KA»K 

-   FORMATv'lHli 

c   c-   LOOP   FOR    7^   BEGINS   HERE   AND  ENDS   ffl    49 
- ]-   . AMGES   FROM   I   T  1 

DO   49   Ir--i   - 
- ,    -     [A   K'-IA?    1.5   CALCULATED 

KKK'=KA-IA 
IF"' IA-KI fc >51< 51/ 52 

51   JB=Ifi 
GO  TO  53 

GO   TO   53 
s-   rONTINUE --    •- 

c   DO  LOOP  FOR   IB   BEGINS  HERE   AND   ENDS   A1    49 
r    TB   RANGES  FROM    L   TO  MIN<IA,K-IA? 

" t'1.   ..OTTTCW   Tn  SEPARATE   ThE 
c   HERE   K,Ifl   IB   ^E  l J.IHEN  TO  S M ^ 
C  ECART   DESIGN   ASSOCIATED   - 1'".._ ._;,..      * 
- 6S    INTERESTINGLY   DIFFERENT   DESIGNS  FROM 
C  THE   PRECEDING   DESIGNS 

WRITE<3,4>   KA. IA, IB .,_ 
4   FOPMATv'lHl.    K   ■   ',13, 2*-    H 

WRITE' 3. 3> 
K=KA 
ICOUNT-1 
:••■ l,'=f +IA 
X< 2>=K>IB 
X<3">«K-IA-IB 
••■■:■ -:' asK-iA 

■■■._-.-■  t-lA+IE 

PRTV=0, 

!S»999 
CR<2> 

13 ' 

• 
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r   DO  !   i' ■' 3ENERRTII THE   INTERESTINGLY   DIFFERENT 
■r  OESl 3NS   FROI 
,-   R»jr,   ENDS   ftT 

iht    EUHH DESIGN  BEGINS  HERE 

DO   IS    T=2. 5 
JJ«J+1 
DO   10  K=J-J. -5 
ZC1>=X<1 > 
;:>2 >=x< J 
2C3>»XCK> 
L<I>«J 

11=4 
DO   20   1=2.. 6 
IF   CLCIT1   EQ   I1   GO  TO   20 
IF   CH'2>   GO   I '■   •'■■'.    TO   20 

11=11+1 
2@   CONTINUE 

DO   27  ML-i.  3 
DO   25   N2=l.3 
[F   CHI. EC    N2 '   GO 
N3=6-N1-M2 
V<1>=Z' Nl 
V< '-:. '=Z<:N2'-1 

-'■T'.-=Z« N3> 
■ •'"    :OLUMN   ":': I ALS 
ANID=V> l ■ -r •■ 2','+> i ;.> 
FIN :. sV>   -    ■-'■■• 5 •-'-'.•£.:•' 
. •.     ... 
AND2=V<2>+V<5> 
AND3=V' 3>+V<6> .  

SLURPEE    HOSINE   CALCULATED   FOR   EAUH   DESIGN 
AC0S2-O CV- 1>/AN1DWYC4>/AN2D>>**2VAND1 
RC0S2-RC0S2+'  ■ - - 2VAN1D>-<V<5 ./AN2D»**2>, 
AC0S2-AC0S2+O CVC3>/RN1D>-<V. S>/AN2D) >**2 - 

.S   CAi   ■ ■- L■■•"""   = - 

AND2 
'RND3 

RC0S2 =AC "' r - • "' •-••-' 
SQUARE! C  ANGLE   CRLCULRTED   FROM   rHE 

RNGLE=SQRT<!R00S2> 
RNGLE=ARCOS •■' ANGLE-' 
ANGLE=ANGLE*< 180   0/3. 14l593> 
FLRG<IC0UNT>=AC0S2 _ 

C  DESIGN   PRINTED   ALONG   WITH   SQUAREE 
C   R'JGLE 

:OSINE 

COSINE  AND 

WRITE < 3, 41 > V < 1 >, V < 2 -• • V •: J >, ANGLE ^ 
41   FORMAT'1H0, 3<F3. 0- 2X •• 2X, ; aNGL£= 

UP TTE C3 42-' ■-'• 4.•. Y<5>, ' <•=■>' fl^=-e 
40   FORMATC1H0, 3<F3. 0-2X      "'■     CCtolN 

,F10. 5> 

;Q  = -,P10 
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IBRED   COSINE   FOR   DESIGN   15   SUBTRACTED   FROM 
SOUftRED   COSINE   FOF    RSSC  riRTED   ECRRT   DESIGN,    IF 
I  [FFERENCE   IS   NEGATIVE   ft  WRRHING   IS  PRINTED 

IF   (FLRG<!l>-FLfiG<; I COUNT >>   43* 25/25 
41:  WRITER'S, 44 j 
44  FORMAT C1H+. 110X.  'HELP') 

ICOUNT«ICQUNT+l 
25 CONTINUE 
L0  CONTINUE 
49 CONTINUE 

,- pETUPN FOR ft 
C   IS   THERE   THE 

IF   CLflST? 
50 STOF 

END 
$DRTfi 

15 
1 ,.- 

NEW   DATA   POINT*    IF   NO  MORE  DRTfl 
PROGRAM   IS   TERMINATED 

50/ !.• 5i> 
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The following  is sample out-put from the above program where 

21    u ■ 13.     and    v = 7.     The first two  lines is an essentially 

different design and each pair of  lines afterwards is a new essentially 

different design. 

s '8 34 ANGLE-      74 JL14>.r 

t •14 •' 1 COSIN   SO   - @    37400 

"•! ,   '   " !■* - ■    iLE=     49 : 6 - 1 - 

! 8 • • I [N    50   = 0   41543 

34 1 ..< • ;••:,-   -^     -' • 17793 

A .-. <1 COS • -•   -       -; >•   2J    • J 


